
Each Software of the Month Club® CD-ROM will NOW include a selection of program 
cateogies from our popular SRI list.    In addition to the normal selection of software from
our Games, General Interest, Kids and DTP clubs you will now recieve programs from 
the SRI.    What this means is that you can be assured that when you use a program 
from the SRI you know that it is the highest quality.    Why?    Because the SRI is a list of 
our most popular software.    Below is a list of topics and descriptions in    this months 
issue.

Multimedia

Audiodeck
An audio CD remote player for Apple CD-ROM drives.

Fret Navigator
Full featured program for guitarists.

Brian's sound tool
A quick and easy method to convert sound files from Mac to Windows and vice versa.

NowHearThis
Play just about any type of sound!

SoundEffects
SoundEffects is a powerful sound editor. Its strength resides in its ability to apply many 
digital effects to 
recorded sounds. 

Ultra Recorder
The slickest, most feature-filled sound recording program we've seen yet!

BijouPlay
BijouPlay is the fastest and finest movie player for Macintosh we’ve seen.

Sound-Trecker
Play your MOD music files with this complete application.



Programming

C Reference Card
Use this application to provide useful C language reserved words and variable types.

Gumshoe
Get all information about any type of file, even invisible files!

Snapz
Grab images you could never grab before, images like start-up icons pull-down menus, 
and games in the thick of action.

Arcade #2

Maelstrom
Destroy asteroids and aliens and collect yummies in this Asteroids update.

Oxyd™
Maneuver your sphere through obstacles while activating targets in this game which 
features excellent sound and graphics.

PATRIOT-COMMAND
Save your cities from missile attacks through the use of Patriot defensive missiles.

PlatForms
An update on the arcade classic "Qix".

PuyoPuyo
Take Tetris-style games to a new level!

Sammy The Cyclebot
Pilot Sammy through a world fraught with hazards and bad guys!

Scruffy ][
Scruffy's back and this time he's in color! Lots of fun with great color graphics and great 
villains including flying cats, toasters (watch out for the toast!) and tennis ball machines!

SCS Snake



Eat jewels and grow larger, but don't run into your ever-growing body!

Shatterball
The king of Breakout clones--but this time in 3D!

Space Junkie
Maneuver your ship through space and blast your enemies in this vertical scrolling 
shoot’em up.

StarRunner Plus
Fly your spacecraft and rescue the humans.

Education #3

Europe game
Test your knowledge of European geography.

German Grammar Tutor
Comprehensive lessons in the German language.

Northern Africa
Learn countries and capitals in Northern Africa.

Southern Africa Map Game
Familiarize yourself with South African capitals and countries.

Twain
Read quotes from some of Mark Twain’s most famous works.

U.S. Map
Learn information about our fifty states including state capitals, birds, mottos, and 
nicknames.


